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A B S T R A C T

We present the magnetic properties of three-bilayer superlattices [Co(0.8 nm)/Cu(1.1 nm)]3 and Co(0.8 nm)/Al
(2.2 nm)]3 grown by magnetron sputter deposition on SiO2 substrates. Using the surface magneto-optical Kerr
effect we observed longitudinal magnetic hysteresis loops with low coercivity values of< 17×10−4 T
and<7×10−4 T from Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices, respectively. From the hysteresis loops as a function of
in-plane azimuthal angle of the Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices, we observed an in-plane uniaxial anisotropy in
coercivity and squareness. Using a four-point square configuration we observed positive and negative aniso-
tropic magnetoresistances (AMR) with values +0.5% and −0.5% from Co/Cu superlattice depending on
whether the applied current is perpendicular or parallel to the applied magnetic field direction, respectively. The
surface morphology including vertical root-mean-square roughness and lateral correlation length were examined
by atomic force microscopy. The number of bilayers and the thicknesses of Co, Cu and Al in the superlattices
were examined by X-ray reflectivity. The observed magnetic properties were correlated to the interface
roughness and layer thickness. The low coercivity, low saturation field, near-one squareness, and finite MR value
of the three-bilayer Co/Cu superlattice has potential applications in low magnetic field detection and sensors.

1. Introduction

Magnetic superlattices and multilayers (these two terms have been
used interchangeably in the literature) have been actively studied since
1980s and peaked in 1990s. The magnetic superlattice consists of re-
peated bilayers. Each bilayer has an ultrathin ferromagnetic (Fe, Co, Ni,
etc.) layer and a non-magnetic spacer layer (Cu, Pd, Cr, etc.). The
number of repeated bilayers (n) ranges from 5 to 75. The typical
thickness of a spacer layer or magnetic layer ranges from about 1 nm to
2 nm [1]. The reduced dimension and confined configuration possess
rich quantum phenomena such as oscillatory interlayer coupling and
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [2–4]. The magnetoresistance (MR),
coercivity Hc, and saturation magnetic field Hs are a function of the
spacer layer thickness, which is typically set between 0.5 and 3.5 nm
[4,5] depending on the spacer materials in the superlattice [2]. Pre-
vious studies have observed that the magnetoresistance MR and Hs

values peak at a certain spacer layer thickness. For example, the Cu
spacer layer thicknesses are ~0.8 nm and ~2 nm for the first and
second antiferromagnetic interlayer couplings, respectively, in the Co/
Cu superlattice and the MR and Hs have maximum values [4,6,7].
Straying away from these spacer layer thicknesses results in a decrease

in the observed MR value. As an application example, the GMR reading
head device has been applied in commercial disk drives [8]. In recent
years, more complicated magnetic superlattice structures have con-
tinued to enrich this field where the transition metals are replaced by
semiconductors, oxides, and topological insulators [9].

Many early magnetic superlattices were grown by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) in ultrahigh vacuum (10−8 or 10−9 Pa) which allows
superior control of the individual layer thickness using a low deposition
rate of ~0.1 nm/s [8]. The substrate used was often a single crystal, for
example, GaAs(001) [8] or Si(001) [3,4] to guide the growth of the
crystalline magnetic superlattice for several tens of repeated bilayers.
The magnetic signal is known to be proportional to the number of bi-
layers, as in the GMR value increases with the bilayer number n [5].

Historically, Co/Cu superlattices, especially those with large n have
been studied extensively. Depending on the deposition methods used,
the microstructures of Co/Cu superlattices and their magnetic proper-
ties have differed correspondingly. Some works report interfacial
structural characterization only [10,11]. Only limited works discuss the
effects of structural disorder on the magnetic property [5,12].

In contrast to the Co/Cu superlattice, the Co/Al superlattice has
been rarely studied. Prior Co/Al superlattices have been deposited by
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electron beam deposition [13] and planar magnetron sputtering [14].
Results of structural and magnetic properties observed from these two
deposition methods differ greatly. For example, X-ray diffraction ana-
lysis revealed that CoAl compound was formed in the e-beam deposited
superlattice film [13], but the formation of CoAl compound was not
observed from the transmission electron diffraction rings of the sputter
deposited film [14]. This is probably due to the fact that the CoAl(110)
spacing is very close to the Co(0002) spacing, which makes them in-
distinguishable from each other in the transmission electron diffraction
pattern.

In this work, metallic bilayers were deposited on amorphous SiO2

on Si(100) substrates by magnetron sputter deposition in a high va-
cuum. We report the study of the room temperature magnetic proper-
ties of Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices by pushing the repeated number
of bilayer down to n=3, which is an unexplored superlattice and the
individual Co layer thickness to 0.8 nm. The total thickness of the three-
bilayer Co/Cu superlattice of ~7 nm is the thinnest superlattice that we
are aware of. Because the superlattice is ultrathin, conventional struc-
tural characterization techniques such as TEM and X-ray diffraction
cannot be easily adopted to experimentally study the surface, interface
roughness, interface alloying, space layer thickness and grain size. We
were able to use the Fourier transform of small angle X-ray reflectivity
to obtain the period and number of bilayer of our superlattice without
elaborated sample preparation. For surface roughness we used height-
height correlation analysis of the AFM images to extract the vertical
roughness and lateral correlation length. For magnetic study we mea-
sured the hysteresis loop using MOKE as a function of azimuthal angle
and experimentally realized the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy. The
magnetoresistance was measured using a spring-loaded pin type four-
point probe that will not punch through the ultrathin contacts and we
observed an anisotropic magnetoresistance with a low saturation field.
Then we were able to correlate the roughness and magnetic anisotropy
properties. We report new findings from the three-bilayer superlattices
and address the question on the effects of structural disorder on the
magnetic properties.

The findings include: (1) unusually low coercivity< 17×10−4 T
and < 7×10−4 T in Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices, respectively,
compared to that of ultrathin pure Co films of the same thickness; (2)
high squareness value (close to 1) along the easy axis direction in both
superlattices; (3) an in-plane uniaxial anisotropy of coercivity and
squareness for both superlattices; and (4) an in-plane anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) of Co/Cu that has a low saturation field and a
small but reproducible positive transverse MR value +0.5% and a ne-
gative longitudinal MR value of −0.5%. The positive and negative MR
directions are along the hard and easy axes directions, respectively, in
the uniaxial anisotropy. Our findings also have practical applications in
low coercivity and AMR sensors. Using these ultrathin superlattices in
devices would naturally cut down on materials costs and avoid the need
for costly crystalline substrates.

2. Experimental

2.1. Growth of superlattices

The superlattices were grown using a DC magnetron sputter de-
position with three sputtering targets (Co, Cu, and Al) in a custom-made
high vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 6.5× 10 −5 Pa. The
radius of the chamber is 17.8 cm (7 in.). Each metal target has a dia-
meter of 5.08 cm (2 in.) and the adjacent targets are ~48° azimuthally
apart. Each target faces the center of the chamber and the distance from
each sputtering target to the substrate is 14.5 cm (5.7 in.). A shutter is
placed in between each target and the substrate. The shutter can be
moved vertically up (opened) or down (closed) to allow flux deposition
at normal incidence or blocking the flux. The vertical rotational axis of
the substrate holder is positioned at the center of the chamber. The
substrate holder is mounted off the center by ~3.3 cm. The surface of

the mounted sample in the sample holder is parallel to the rotational
axis of the sample holder. After the intended layer had been deposited,
for example, Co, the sample holder was rotated ~48° to face a different
target, for example, Cu target in order to deposit Cu layer. The process
was repeated three times to grow three-layers of Co/Cu or Co/Al su-
perlattice. The square substrate was cut from a 725 μm thick Si wafer
with a thermally grown 2.4 μm thick SiO2 on the top of Si(100). The
edge length of the substrate was approximately 2.9 cm. Four Ta contact
pads of 0.5 cm diameter and 140 nm thickness with the nearest pad
center to center spacing of ~1.4 cm were deposited onto four corners of
SiO2 prior to the superlattice growth. These Ta pads serve as contacts
for in situ measurement of electrical resistance and ex situ four-point
probe magnetoresistance measurement. A circular aperture of 1.8 cm in
diameter was placed above the substrate to limit the exposed circular
area that would receive the deposition flux. The flux will not com-
pletely cover the four Ta pads. The sputtering conditions (mA/V/W) for
Co, Cu and Al used were 200/315/63, 50/260/13, and 200/395/79,
respectively. Ar pressure was maintained at 2.8× 10−1 Pa when the Ar
flow into the chamber was kept at 5 sccm. The deposition rate of each
element was calibrated by ex situ AFM step height difference between
the test film (deposited for 15min) and the substrate. For example, a
15min deposition of Cu film has a height difference of ~29 nm in the
AFM image. The ratio of height difference over the deposition time
gives a deposition rate of Cu ~1.9 nm/min. For Co, Cu and Al deposi-
tions, the rates were 2.3 ± 0.1, 1.9 ± 0.1, and 3.9 ± 0.2 nm/min,
respectively. A 1.5 or 1.6 nm thick Co seed layer was deposited on SiO2/
Si(100) substrate before the growth of the superlattice. The super-
lattices grown at room temperature were [Co(0.8 nm)/Cu(1.1 nm)]3Co
(1.6 nm)/SiO2/Si(100) with a total thickness of ~7 nm and [Co
(0.8 nm)/Al(2.2 nm)]3Co(1.5 nm)/SiO2/Si(100) with a total thickness
of ~11 nm. During the film growth and subsequent annealing, a very
small current (1 μA) was applied along the film so that the in situ re-
sistance could be monitored in real time. A thermocouple was mounted
on the sample to measure the temperature. The sample was mounted on
a ceramic wrapped coil filament heater. The resistance of the coil fi-
lament was 25 Ω and the current used was<1.7 A. Both superlattices
were annealed from room temperature to 300 °C at a heating rate of
9 °C/min, after which the heating current was immediately cut off.
Literature reported that annealing of granular Co and Cu alloyed film to
high temperatures (600–800 K) increases the Co granule size [15]. The
sample was cooled naturally to room temperature after several hours in
a 2.8×10−1 Pa Ar environment in the vacuum chamber. Both Co/Cu
and Co/Al superlattices are stable and the hysteresis loops measured
over several months in air are reproducible. Schematics of side views of
the Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), re-
spectively.

2.2. Atomic force microscopy

The surface morphologies of the terminating layer of the super-
lattice films were imaged using an atomic force microscopy (AFM, PSI
XE100) in the contact mode. The AFM tip (μmash, DPE18/AIBS) used
had a tip radius of< 35 nm, a force constant of 3.5 N/m, and a resonant
frequency of 75 kHz.

2.3. X-ray reflectivity

X-ray reflectivity scans were obtained using a Bruker D8 Discover X-
ray, two-circle diffractometer with a Cu source (Cu Kα, λ =1.5405 Å,
40 kV, 40mA) and a linear detector. The anti-scattering slit and the
detector slit were both 0.1mm in order to achieve the maximum re-
solution. The distance from the X-ray source to the sample and the
sample to the detector are 300mm. This was equal to the slit extension
angle of ~0.02°. The X-ray incident angle was 2° and the step size was
0.01° with a scan speed of 0.1 s/step.
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2.4. Surface magneto optical Kerr effect

The surface magneto-optical Kerr effect (SMOKE) [16,17] setup was
homemade [18,19]. The He-Ne laser source had 10mW power and
632.8 nm wavelength. We define the x and y directions as the hor-
izontal and into-the-page directions, respectively, while the z direction
is in the vertical direction. The longitudinal SMOKE with p polarization
was perpendicular to the laser incident plane (x-y plane). The laser was
located ~20 cm away from the sample, which was placed in the gap of
two pole pieces of the electromagnets, in order to avoid any possible
effect from the sweeping of the magnetic field. The sweeping of the
magnetic field was controlled by a bi-polar power supply. The max-
imum magnetic field generated by the electromagnet was about± 0.5
T. In the measurement of superlattice hysteresis loop the applied field
typically used was<10−2 T due to the low coercivity and saturation
magnetic field values of the superlattices. The magnetic field strength
was measured using a Hall effect sensor (Honeywell SS94A2D). The
applied magnetic field was applied in the x direction and parallel to the
sample plane (x-z plane) for the longitudinal SMOKE hysteresis loop
measurements. Both the laser incident angle and reflected angle relative
to the sample surface normal were 42°. These angles were achieved by
using two Ag coated mirrors. The reflected laser light went through an
analyzer and into a Si photodetector (Thor Labs FDS1010). The pho-
todiode was connected to a preamplifier, an analog to digital convertor
(ADC), and then to a PC where a LabView program acquired the data
and constructed the hysteresis loop by plotting the Kerr intensity vs. the
applied magnetic field. For the in-plane azimuthal magnetic anisotropy
study the sample was mounted on a precision rotation stage (Newport
481-A) with the sample plane (x-z plane) parallel to the rotational
stage. We defined the azimuthal angle ϕ=0° as the horizontal or x-
direction of the sample plane. The longitudinal SMOKE hysteresis loops
were collected at intervals of 15° in-plane azimuthal angle over 360° by
rotating the precision stage clockwise in the x-z plane.

2.5. Magnetoresistance

After the SMOKE measurements, the magnetoresistance was

measured using a four-point probe in a square configuration under a
sweeping magnetic field. The spring-loaded pin (SPA-1 J, Everett
Charles Technologies) was inserted in one end of a receptacle (SPR-1W,
ECT) [19]. Each assembled probe was fitted in one of the four holes at
the four corners of a square in an acrylic plate. The spacing between the
nearest adjacent probes was ~1.3 cm. See the left inset of Fig. 4(a). On
the sample surface, four tantalum (Ta) pads which had a nearest
neighbor spacing of ~1.3 cm were first deposited on the four corners of
the SiO2/Si substrate before the deposition of superlattice described
previously. The diameter and the thickness of each Ta pad were
~0.5 cm and 140 nm, respectively. The superlattice sample placed
vertically on an Aluminum plate (in the x-z plane) in the gap of the two
pole pieces of the electromagnet (the same magnet used for SMOKE
measurements). The four spring-loaded probes were moved to gently
touch the Ta pads using a linear micrometer. The applied magnetic field
was directed parallel to the plane of the sample in the x-direction, while
the applied current was either perpendicular or parallel to the applied
magnetic field direction. The applied current (Keithley 2400) in two
contact probes was typically in the range of tens of mA and the voltage
(Keithley 182) measured from another two contact probes was typically
in the range of sub volts. The voltage vs. applied magnetic field was
measured and then the voltage was converted to the resistance by di-
viding the measured voltage by the applied current.

3. Results and discussion

We first present quantitative surface and interfacial structural
characterization followed by the magnetic measurements. The mag-
netic properties affected by the structural disorder are discussed in the
relevant sections.

3.1. Morphology and roughness of top terminating Co layer

The surface morphologies of the Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices
were imaged in air by AFM immediately after the superlattice growth
and anneal. These images of Co/Cu and Co/Al are shown in Fig. 1(c)
and (d), respectively. The corresponding height-height correlation

Fig. 1. Schematics of (a) Co/Cu and (b) Co/Al three-bilayer superlattices. AFM images (scan size 2 μm×2 μm) of top terminating Co surfaces of (c) Co/Cu and (d)
Co/Al superlattices. Scale bar is 500 nm. Height-height correlation function analyses of the AFM image of (e) Co/Cu and (f) Co/Al superlattices to extract vertical root
mean square roughness ω and lateral correlation length ξ.
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function (HHCF) analyses [20,21] of the AFM images are shown in
Fig. 1(e) and (f), respectively. It is noted that the surface features ob-
served represent the oxidized surface of the top Co layer. Nevertheless,
they reflect the overall smoothness of the original Co surface. The Co
terminating surfaces have their root-mean-square roughness (RMS) ω in
the sub-nm range. The ω values for Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices are
0.34 and 0.43 nm, respectively. These numbers indicate that the
smoothness of the top terminating layer is in the range of a couple of
atomic layer thickness. The lateral correlation lengths ξ measured for
the Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices are 24 ± 1 and 30 ± 1 nm, re-
spectively. Co and Cu are mutually immiscible and in principle are
expected to grow conformally and form sharp interfaces. In practice,
the growth of Co on Cu or Cu on Co may form island-like features that
we observed from the AFM images. Besides the roughness, the Co and
Cu layers are polycrystalline when grown by e-beam [5] or sputtering
[10]. As a comparison of the lateral correlation length of Co/Cu su-
perlattice, our tens of nm is comparable to the polycrystalline grain size
of 10–14 nm observed in the Co(1.5 nm)/Cu(0.8 nm)]8 superlattice
grown by e-beam evaporation [5] and upper limit of 25 nm grain size
estimated from superlattice [Co(1.5 nm)/Cu(0.9 nm)]40 grown by DC
magnetron sputtering [22] but is larger than the reported 1.7 nm de-
termined from the magnetron-sputtered Si(001)/[Co(1.2 nm)/Cu
(0.97 nm)30/(Cu 3 nm) superlattice with n=30 [10].

The magnetic measurements were performed ex situ. We expect that
the terminating Co surface is not pure Co. An oxidation study of Co/Cu
multilayer reported that for a short time after the deposition, the oxi-
dation layer is a constant and the thickness is< 1 nm. However, for a
long time after the deposition, the thickness of oxide layer is propor-
tional to the original Co layer thickness. For a 0.9 nm thick Co layer the
oxide layer thickness is about 1 nm and the oxidation seems to have
stopped at the Cu/Co interface [23]. Applying this result to our 0.8 nm
thick top terminating Co layer of the superlattice Co/Cu, the oxidation
should have stopped at the first Cu/Co interface. This halting of oxi-
dation at the first Co/Cu interface means the Co in the superlattice
other than the top Co layer will not be oxidized and the pure Co layers
underneath will be preserved.

3.2. Three-bilayer superlattice examined by X-ray reflectivity

X-ray reflectivity (XRR) can be used to characterize a non-ideal
superlattice when coupled with model simulations. Typical parameters
extracted are thickness and period of the multilayer. The X-ray re-
flectivity intensity of each superlattice was measured as a function of
small 2θ angle. The intensities of Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices are
shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. A visual inspection of the data
show five peaks consistent with Kiessig fringes of 2n −1, where n is the
number of bilayers [11]. For our superlattice samples, n is 3. This 2θ
angle has been converted to the reciprocal distance (q) using the rela-
tions: 2dsinθ= λ and = d

2π , where d is the interlayer spacing. Fig. 2(c)
and (d) show X-ray reflectivity as a function of q for Co/Cu and Co/Al
superlattices, respectively. We performed a Fourier transform of the X-
ray reflectivity data shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d) in the same way as that
mentioned in Bernabe et al.'s work [11] and the corresponding results
are shown in Fig. 2(e) and (f), respectively. The insets in Fig. 2(e) and
(f) list the peak centers and peak widths.

For the Co/Cu superlattice, peak p1 and peak p2 shown in Fig. 2(e)
are located at 0.99 nm and 1.83 nm, respectively. The observed peak p1
at 0.99 nm is close to the average thickness of one Co layer and one Cu
layer (0.95 nm= (0.8 nm Co+1.1 nm Cu)/2). In principle, from the
Fourier transform of the XRR spectrum, we should see individual peaks
from Co layer at 0.8 nm and Cu layer at 1.1 nm. In practice, the width of
peak p1 is 0.59 nm. If we assume peak p1 is composed of two Gaussian
peaks located at 0.8 nm and 1.1 nm with the same width w, then the
width of the two convoluted peaks would be 0.59 nm. Then from

+w w2 2 = 0.59 nm, one obtains the calculated width w of an

individual peak to be ~0.42 nm, which is larger than their thickness
difference (0.3 nm=1.1 nm – 0.8 nm). This explains why the peaks
merged together and show up as one peak p1. The p2 peak position at
1.83 nm is about one bilayer of Co/Cu (1.9 nm=0.8 nm Co+1.1 nm
Cu). This depicts that the Co and Cu have a bilayer structure.

For the Co/Al superlattice, peak p3 and peak p4 are located at
1.27 nm and 2.25 nm, respectively. The p3 peak position is close to the
average thickness of one Co layer and one Al layer
(1.5 nm= (0.8 nm+2.2 nm)/2). The p4 peak position is about the
thickness of one Al layer. The one bilayer thickness at 3.0 nm (=
0.8 nm+2.2 nm) is not observed because of the low intensity resulted
possibly from the cumulative interfacial roughness and interfacial al-
loying.

It is estimated that one monolayer CoAl compound was already
formed at the Co and Al interfaces during deposition. The binary phase
diagram [24] of Co and Al also shows many compound phases formed
at room temperature. This means that the total amount of pure Co has
been reduced. After annealing the Co/Al superlattice to 300 °C and
cooled down to room temperature, the amount of pure Co layer was
further reduced. This CoAl alloy formation is consistent with the lit-
erature report of 38 repeated bilayers of thicker Co and thicker Al
layers, [Co(1 nm)/Al(7 nm)]38. This previous report showed a TEM
cross section image of Co/Al superlattice that has a layer structure [13].
However, the individual Co layer seems discontinuous. Their TEM
diffraction pattern showed Al and CoAl texture rings. From our current
study and literature report, that part of the Co has been alloyed with Al,
so the individual layer thickness and the total bilayer thickness of Co
and Al may not be the same as the intended thickness.

Our XRR results of Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices indicate that
despite the interfacial roughness and interfacial alloying of Co/Al su-
perlattice, the overall three bilayer superlattices are of good quality.
The Co/Cu superlattice has a better interfacial quality as compared with
that of Co/Al superlattice. This difference in interfacial roughness will
reflect in their magnetic properties presented in the next sections.

Our bilayer structure is consistent with the observation from TEM
cross sectional views of eight repeated [Co(1.5 nm)/Cu(0.8 nm)]8
sandwiched between substrate seed Si(100)/Co(6 nm) and top cap layer
Co(4.5 nm) [5] and 16 repeated [Co(1 nm)/Cu(0.9 nm)]16 sandwiched
between Si(100)Cu(5 nm) seed layer and Fe(5 nm) cap layer [3] pub-
lished in the literature. The observed intensity decay and peak broad-
ening may contribute from the interface roughness [11]. The fact that
we can observe 5 Kiessig fringes (2n-1) in X-ray reflectivity from three-
bilayer superlattice implies that the interface roughness is not severe.
We can estimate the upper limit of the vertical interface roughness from
the root mean square roughness analyzed from the AFM image shown
in Fig. 1(a). We assume that the deposition of Co to Cu or Cu on Co are
conformal and the interface roughness propagates to the surface. Since
the surface RMS is 0.34 ± 0.1 nm, we may approximate the interface
roughness to be in the sub nm range.

The TEM selected area diffraction patterns show ring patterns from
40 repeated [Co(1.9 nm/Cu(1.0 nm)]40 multilayers [12] and 40 re-
peated [Co(1.5 nm)/Cu(0.9 nm)]40 multilayers [22]. These results in-
dicate that the multilayers are polycrystalline. We believe our ultrathin
three bilayer superlattice is polycrystalline, since a film grown on an
amorphous SiO2 substrate is known to be polycrystalline.

3.3. Azimuthal dependent longitudinal hysteresis loops and in-plane
uniaxial anisotropy

We measured the longitudinal hysteresis loops of Co/Cu superlattice
by rotating the sample's azimuthal angle every 15° increment. The
hysteresis loop changes its shape as the azimuthal angle changes.
Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the measured longitudinal hysteresis loops of
Co/Cu superlattice along the easy and hard axes directions, respec-
tively. Both Hc values are< 20×10−4 T. The saturation magnetic field
Hs for Kerr intensity or magnetization is ~100× 10−4 T. Recall the
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measured Kerr intensity is proportional to the magnetization [16]. The
squareness associated with the loop in the easy axis direction is close to
1. We use the conventional definition of squareness S=Mr/Ms, where
Mr is remnant magnetization and Ms is saturation magnetization.

The values of coercivity, Hc, and squareness, S, of the Co/Cu su-
perlattice are not constant and depend on the sample's in-plane azi-
muthal angle. Fig. 3(c) and (d) plot the coercivity and squareness of Co/
Cu superlattice over 360° azimuthal angles, respectively. These uniaxial
anisotropies in Hc and squareness are graphically symmetrical. The
coercivity value ranges from (17.15 ± 0.50)× 10−4 T to
(3.60 ± 1.20)× 10−4 T, and the squareness value varies from
0.96 ± 0.05 to 0.19 ± 0.03. For a loop measured with the applied
field along the easy axis of magnetization (Fig. 3(a)), the shape is
square-like and the squareness is close to 1. This indicates an abrupt
flipping of the magnetization direction within the superlattice. The
squareness of the hysteresis loop appears to indicate that the interlayer
coupling is ferromagnetic. This is understood by realizing that our Cu
spacer layer thickness is ~1.1 nm and not the ~0.8 nm spacer layer
thickness that is most optimal for the first antiferromagnetic coupling in
the Co/Cu superlattice [4,6]. Compared with the literature report, the
maximum Hc value of our Co/Cu superlattice is less than the
35×10−4 T that was observed from Si/Co (6 nm)/[Cu(tCu)/Co
(1.5 nm)]n /Co (4.5 nm) multilayers where 9 < n < 13 and tCu ranges
from 0.7 to 3.5 nm [6]. For the hard-axis loop, the shape is spindle-like,
and the squareness is< 1. This indicates a more gradual transition from
one saturated magnetization state to the other.

Besides the magnetic coupling, the Hc value of Co depends on the Cu
substrate's roughness as well as the Co thickness in the ultrathin regime.
For instance, the Hc value for Co film grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) on Cu(001) surface depends on the roughness of the starting Cu
(001) surface. If the Cu(001) surface is smooth to start with, then the Hc

value increases from ~12×10−4 T at 2 ML to ~60×10−4 T at 6 ML
and stays constant as the thickness increases to 30 ML [25], where the
monolayer (ML) height is half of the lattice constant, 0.354 nm. Rather,
if the starting Cu(001) surface is pre-roughened slightly by in-situ ion
sputtering with an RMS roughness of 0.1 nm before the Co deposition,

then the Hc is constant at ~45×10−4 T from 1 to 6 ML. On the other
hand, If the Cu(001) surface is heavily roughened, then the Hc value is
much higher and stays around (160 ± 5)× 10−4 T from 2 to 6 ML. For
reference, the 0.8 nm thick Co in our three-bilayer Co/Cu superlattice is
about 4 ML, which corresponds to a coercivity of 40× 10−4 T given
that it was grown on a smooth Cu(001) surface. A similar trend in the
thickness dependent coercivity of the Co film grown by MBE on Cu
(111) surface with Pb surfactant [26] was also observed where Hc

~80×10−4 T at ~4 ML and peaks at ~120× 10−4 T at 6 ML.
Regarding the azimuthal anisotropy of the superlattice, Fig. 3(e) and

(f) plot the coercivity and squareness of the Co/Al superlattice over
360° azimuthal angles, respectively. Similar to the Co/Cu case, both Hc

and squareness have two relative maxima and two relative minima
about 180° apart over the 360° azimuthal angle. The anisotropy axis is
observed to be uniaxial, since it shows an easy direction and a hard
direction of magnetization. The hysteresis loops associated with the
easy and hard axes are similar to those of Co/Cu and are not shown
here. The Hc value ranges from (6.93 ± 0.24)× 10−4 T to
(1.36 ± 0.33)× 10−4 T and the squareness value varies from
0.81 ± 0.04 to 0.19 ± 0.09. Our Hc value is about one order of
magnitude lower than that of similar Co thickness (0.8 nm) and Al
thickness (2.4 nm) in the Co/Al superlattice grown by magnetron
sputtering reported in the literature [14].

Under the same experimental condition, the Kerr intensity and
coercivity of the Co/Al superlattice are weaker than those of the Co/Cu
superlattice. We have several reasons to explain this trend. First the
RMS obtained from the AFM images indicates that the RMS of the Co/Al
superlattice is larger than that of the Co/Cu superlattice. The roughness
increases the thickness of the dead layer, typically slightly over 1 ML
[25]. Secondly, the X-ray reflectivity shows that the interfacial rough-
ness in the Co/Al superlattice is larger than that in Co/Cu. Thirdly, the
Co alloys with the spacer layer such as Al to form the nonmagnetic CoAl
alloy compounds at the interfaces of Co/Al superlattice. This effectively
reduce the total amount of the pure Co layer that contributes to the Kerr
intensity. For coercivity it depends on the films thickness [25]. In a few
ML regime, the coercivity decreases as the Co film thickness reduces.

Fig. 2. X-ray reflectivity measurements of (a) Co/Cu and (b) Co/Al superlattices plotted in units of 2θ in the angular range from 0 to 10°. X-ray reflectivity intensities
of (c) Co/Cu and (d) Co/Al superlattices plotted in the reciprocal space in units of nm−1. Fourier transform of X-ray reflectivity intensities of (e) Co/Cu and (f) Co/Al
superlattices vs. depth from the top terminating surface in units of nm.
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The coercivity is related to the magnetic domain wall energy which
contains a term related to the product of thickness and effective mag-
netization. Due to the formation of Co and Al alloy, the CoAl alloy re-
gion reduces the effective thickness and effective magnetization of Co.
Therefore, the coercivity reduces in the Co/Al superlattice. All these
factors, including the larger interfacial roughness, magnetic dead layer,
nonmagnetic alloy compounds, reduced amount of Co and thinner Co
layer in the Co/Al superlattice, contribute to a lower Kerr intensity and
lower coercivity compared to those of the Co/Cu superlattice.

3.4. Possible origins of in-plane uniaxial anisotropy

The magnetic anisotropy of an epitaxial film typically grown on a
single crystal substrate could originate from several sources: the mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy arising from spin-orbit coupling correlated to
the crystalline structure of the epitaxial film; shape anisotropy from
long range dipolar interactions; and magnetoelastic anisotropy from the
strain in an epitaxial film. For the highly symmetric single crystalline
film on single crystal substrate, one expects no in-plane uniaxial ani-
sotropy. But exceptions do occur, for examples, with an epitaxial Fe
(001) film grown on GaAs(001) [27] and a crystalline Fe film on Ge

buffered GaAs(001) [28]. Our superlattice is a polycrystalline film
grown on amorphous SiO2 where the above-mentioned origins still
could exist, but their anisotropies are random and challenging to dif-
ferentiate. For polycrystalline films, the direction of the anisotropy
depends on extrinsic factors such as substrate shape, surface step di-
rection, and substrate treatment effects like surface polishing [29]. Here
our substrate has a symmetrically square shape, see the right inset in
Fig. 4(a), and the substrate is amorphous SiO2 with no polishing or
steps before the growth of the superlattices. The anisotropy in the
polycrystalline film could also come from the deposition effects, such as
the obliqueness of the deposition [30–32] or annealing. In our super-
lattice growth the sputter target had a normal incidence on the sub-
strate. If one considers the case when the shutter was first opened to
expose the incident flux to the substrate, the estimated incident flux
angle is ~14° relative to the surface normal. This angle is not very
oblique and may not introduce an obvious uniaxial anisotropy [30,32].
Recall that during the superlattice deposition, a very small DC 1 μA
current was applied to the two Ta pads in the substrate. This 1 μA
current produces negligible Joule heating during growth as indicated
by the thermocouple readings. Besides, the superlattice sample was
grown on a thermally conductive SiO2/Si substrate. After the

Fig. 3. Representative hysteresis loops of the Cu/Co superlattice thin film with the applied in-plane magnetic field along the (a) easy axis direction and (b) hard axis
direction, measured by the longitudinal SMOKE technique. Polar plot of (c) coercivity and (d) squareness of the Co/Cu superlattice. Polar plot of (e) coercivity and (f)
squareness of the Co/Al superlattice. Each polar plot is a function of the in-plane azimuthal angle from 0° to 360° with 15° increment. The distance in the radius of a
polar plot represents the value of either the coercivity in (c) and (e) or squareness in (d) and (f).
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superlattice was grown, the sample with the 1 μA current still on was
annealed to 300 °C and then cooled down slowly to room temperature.
The resistance measured at 250 °C during cool down along the current
edge decreased by 4.3Ω compared to that before annealing, and the
resistance along the voltage edge increased by 2.7Ω compared to that
before annealing. The decrease of resistance along the current applying
edge suggests more grain growth. At the voltage edge, the current is
much smaller than 1 μA and the increase resistance is due to the higher
temperature (250 °C). These opposite resistance changes after film an-
nealing indicates more grain growth where the current is higher. In
reality, the current flow pattern is denser between and near the two
electrodes where the current is applied [33] in comparison to that be-
tween electrodes where the voltage is measured. This current density
gradient is uniaxial in the film, which results in uniaxial grain growth
and most likely leads to the corresponding anisotropy in magnetic be-
havior.

For the polar SMOKE condition, we did not observe any hysteresis
loop from either Co/Cu or Co/Al superlattice. For the Co/Al superlattice
a gradual transition from out-of-plane to in-plane magnetization was
reported when the Co thickness ranges from 0.7 nm to 1.0 nm [14]. We
did not observe the out-of-plane magnetization in our superlattice be-
cause our Co thickness of 0.8 nm is at the threshold for where the out-
of-plane transition occurs. We speculate that the same may be true for
the Co/Cu superlattice.

3.5. Anisotropic magnetoresistance

The MR behavior originates from the Co’s spin-dependent trans-
mission of the conduction electrons through the Cu or Al spacer layers.
The Montgomery method [33,34] (an extension of van der Pauw
method [35]) for anisotropic film was employed where the four spring-
loaded probes were made to contact the four Ta pads 90° apart at the
circumference of the Co/Cu superlattice for a square four-point probe
configuration. See the left inset of Fig. 4(a). The sheet resistances vs. the
applied magnetic field strengths were measured as shown in Fig. 4(a)
and (b), for the magnetic field perpendicular and parallel to the current,
respectively. We used the conventional definition of MR%= [R(H) –R
(Sat)]/R(Sat), where R(H) is the resistance at the peaks near the zero
applied magnetic field and R(Sat) is the resistance at the saturation field
level, which is when the resistance levels off and does not change. It is
noted that the observed saturation magnetic field is< 100×10−4 T.
This is much lower than that observed in many superlattices with much
higher number of repeated bilayer, for example, [Co(1 nm)/Cu
(0.9 nm)]16 capped by 5 nm Cu and 5 nm Co [3]. Note that when the
applied magnetic field is perpendicular to the applied current direction,
the R(H) > R(Sat) and the transverse MR has a positive value. When
the applied magnetic field is parallel to the current passing direction,
however, R(H) < R(Sat) and the longitudinal MR value is negative.
This phenomenon is known as the anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR). This result is consistent with 100 nm thick [Co(1 nm)/Cu

(5 nm)] multilayer grown by evaporation [36], sputtered deposited
100 nm thick polycrystalline Fe, Co, Ni and Ni alloyed films [37], and
20 nm thick nanogranular Co and Cu film alloy grown by co-evapora-
tion of Co and Cu [15]. The two peaks observed in the resistance are
near the coercivity field Hc shown in Fig. 3(a). The MR values extracted
from over 10 measurements are +0.45 ± 0.08% and− 0.49 ±
0.04% for the applied magnetic field perpendicular and parallel to the
current passing direction, respectively. Note that the sample mounting
position with azimuthal angle ϕ=0° in the gap of electromagnet is
along the horizontal direction for the measurement of hysteresis loop
shown in Fig. 3(a). The sample position is the same as in the MR
measurement in Fig. 4(b). This means that the measured negative MR is
within 15° of the easy axis direction of the uniaxial anisotropy. The MR
decreases as the film thickness decreases due to a higher percentage of
interface scattering and grain boundaries scattering. In principle, if the
film thickness of the three-bilayer is doubled, then the MR could in-
crease to over 1%. The MR value in the Co/Al superlattice is within the
noise level (not shown here) due to a larger interfacial roughness and
possibly thinner pure Co layer as compared with that of the Co/Cu
superlattice. Furthermore, the sheet resistance of Co/Al is higher than
that of Co/Cu. For a small change in the numerator, R(H)–R(Sat), over a
large resistance, R(Sat), in the denominator, the MR ratio is small in
both scenarios.

The positive and negative MR or AMR can be qualitatively under-
stood as follows. The AMR is the property of the material in which the
electrical resistance depends on the angle between the direction of
electric current (j) and the direction of magnetization (M). If magnetic
moments exist in the material, then the electric current will be scattered
by the magnetic moments. Because the scattering cross-section is the
largest when M is parallel to j and becomes the smallest when they are
perpendicular [38], one obtains R∥ > R⊥, where R∥ and R⊥ represent
the resistance measured under the longitudinal and transverse config-
urations, respectively. If no magnetic moments exist in the material,
then the orientation of individual spins will be random. The resistivity
R0 at M=0 is therefore between R∥ and R⊥, or R∥ > R0 > R⊥. For a
polycrystalline material, this angle-dependent resistance is described
using the following formula: R(θ)= R⊥+(R∥− R⊥)cos2θ, where θ is
the angle between M and j. Note that literature uses the resistivity, ρ,
instead of the resistance, R. The resistance can be converted to re-
sistivity after the probes' geometrical factors for measurement are
considered [33]. Therefore, ρ(θ)= ρ⊥+(ρ∥− ρ⊥)cos2θ= ρ⊥+ Δ ρ
cos2θ. If we choose the resistance ρ0 at M=0 (or H=Hc in the hys-
teresis loop) as a reference, then the magnetoresistance (ρ0− ρ(H))/
ρ(H) would be positive under transverse MR (because ρ0 > ρ⊥) and
negative under longitudinal MR (because ρ∥ > ρ0). Δ ρ/ρ∥ is named
magnetoresistive coefficient and is a parameter for a magnetoresistive
sensor device [39]. The Δ ρ/ρ∥ of permalloy NixFe1-x film used in
commercial magnetic angle sensor has a range of a few percent [40,41].
Using our sheet resistance data shown in Fig. 4 and that ρ is propor-
tional to R [33], we obtained Δ ρ/ρ∥ of ~53% for Co/Cu superlattice.

Fig. 4. Anisotropic sheet resistance of the Co/Cu
superlattice vs. applied in-plane magnetic field when
the applied current I is (a) perpendicular or (b)
parallel to the applied in-plane magnetic field H
(sweeping in the horizontal direction or along the
azimuthal angle ϕ=180° to 0°). The left inset in (a)
is a photo of the assembled four spring-loaded probes
mounted on an acrylic plate.
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Materials that exhibit AMR have applications in many areas such as
automobile and consumer electronics. One example is the real time
monitoring of moving directions such as in mobile phone and three-axis
magnetometer [42]. This is because the AMR sensors can detect
changes in magnetic fields created by moving objects.

4. Conclusion

The magnetic and structural properties of three-bilayer Co/Cu and
Co/Al superlattices grown on amorphous substrates by sputter deposi-
tion were presented. Both the Co/Cu and Co/Al superlattices have
square-like longitudinal hysteresis loops with a soft coercivity
of< 17×10−4 T and 7× 10−4 T, respectively, indicating the ex-
istence of a ferromagnetic coupling between the Co layers. For the Co/
Cu and Co/Al superlattices, a uniaxial, in-plane anisotropy of the
coercivity and squareness was observed, thus indicating the existence of
the easy and hard axes in the sample plane. This uniaxial anisotropy
may be induced by the preferred grain growth along the small probe
current applied to the film for the in-situ resistivity monitoring during
the post growth annealing at 300 °C. The Co/Cu superlattice also shows
a room temperature anisotropic MR or AMR of about± 0.5% with a
positive value or a negative value depending on whether the applied
current is perpendicular or parallel to the applied in-plane magnetic
field, respectively. For the Co/Cu superlattice, the easy axis and hard
axis directions are within 15° of the negative and positive MR direc-
tions, respectively. From the different degrees of interfacial roughness
and nonmagnetic CoAl alloying at the interface, we found that the Co/
Cu superlattice has more easily observable magnetic properties such as
MR, than the Co/Al superlattice. The MR and Hc values could be in-
creased if the Cu spacer layer thickness is grown to the optimal anti-
ferromagnetic coupling thickness of 0.8 nm. The low coercivity and
AMR observed in the three-bilayer Co/Cu superlattice, which has a total
thickness of ~7 nm, can be applied in low field sensors and transformer
cores [43]. Current commercial magnetic angle sensor made of per-
malloy thin film using AMR effect have some key features. For ex-
amples, (1) It can sense the magnetic field direction independently for
applied field strengths> 25 kA/m (= 314×10−4 T). (2) It is stable up
to 150 °C ambient temperature, and (3) The film thickness is ~15 μm
[39]. Our three-bilayer superlattices have improved material para-
meters. (1) The low coervicity of superlattice (~17×10−4 T) that al-
lows the minimum magnetic field strength to be detected by one order
of magnitude lower. The low saturation magnetic field observed in MR
results in an increase of the dR/dH slope which is preferable in mag-
netic sensor applications [41]. (2) The AMR was measured from the
superlattice after annealing to 300 °C followed by cooling down to room
temperature. This means the sensor made of the superlattice is stable up
to 300 °C. (3) Since our superlattice is ultrathin, the sensor can be made
very thin that can fit in a tight space. The fabrication process would
involve fewer materials and, therefore, become more cost effective. In
addition, the ultrathin superlattices could be grown on flexible mem-
brane substrates such as Si and fabricated into flexible sensors.
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